ABSTRACT Due to complexities of big video data management, such as massive processing of large amount of video data to do a video summary, it is challenging to effectively and efficiently store and process these video data in a user friendly way. Based on the parallel processing and flexible storage capabilities of cloud computing, in this paper, we propose a practical massive video management platform using Hadoop, which can achieve a fast video processing (such as video summary, encoding, and decoding) using MapReduce, with good usability, performance, and availability. Red5 streaming media server is used to get video stream from Hadoop distributed file system, and Flex is used to play video in browsers. A user-friendly interface is designed for managing the whole platform in a browser-server style using J2EE. In addition, we show our experiences on how to fine-tune the Hadoop to get optimized performance for different video processing tasks. The evaluations show that the proposed platform can satisfy the requirements of massive video data management. Hadoop, J2EE, video processing, MapReduce, video management. 
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of Internet of things (IOT), streaming media applications such as security and traffic video surveillance are deployed rapidly. Streaming media data contains considerable useful information. These massive audio and video data are unstructured data that traditional approaches can't handle storage and processing efficiently. The majority of existing approaches use centralized storage, 1 such as disk array, which is not scalable for efficient massive video data processing.
In order to alleviate these problems, researchers are beginning to make use of the relatively new cloud computing technologies to explore video storage and processing. For example, work on using Hadoop 2 [1] , [2] to accelerate video processing time utilizing MapReduce programming style [3] , [4] , and similar work called Split & Merge architecture was proposed in [5] for high performance video compression. However, these existing work lack details on how to design a versatile video management platform in a user friendly way, and how to effectively use Hadoop to fine tune performance of video processing in order to build a practical and usable video cloud platform.
In this paper, we propose a solution that seamlessly integrates J2EE, and Flex with Hadoop to provide a user friendly way for video management, and also we integrate an open source media server to make our solution economical. H.264 video files stored on HDFS [6] , [7] are transcoded to common video format using FFmpeg. 3 Users can download the transcoded files and play it with a video player directly. Furthermore, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used to implement video background subtraction. A web based interface is designed using J2EE to provide users an easy way to manage the platform, where Struts2, Spring and Hibernate are integrated.
The contributions of this paper include:
• We propose an universal video data management architecture that integrates J2EE technologies with Red5 media server, and Flex technology, running on top of Hadoop platform.
• We share our experiences on implementing this architecture, and on fine tuning Hadoop in order to achieve good video processing performance.
• We evaluate the platform for its concurrent IO performance, file uploading and downloading, to show the effectiveness of the proposed platform. The outline of the paper is as follows: section 2 presents the architecture of the distributed cloud platform, with implementation details discussed in Section 3. Section 4 evaluates the proposed video cloud platform. And section 5 presents some related work. Conclusions and future work end the paper.
II. ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN OF THE VIDEO MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
As discussed in the introduction, the video management platform should have a browser server style which can improve usability for normal users. Also it will make use of Hadoop platform to make use of the parallel and distributed computing and storage capabilities. The architecture of the video platform described with a UML deployment diagram is shown in Figure 1 .
The distributed cloud platform mainly consists of four parts: Hadoop clusters, Red5 4 streaming server clusters, Web servers and database servers. Video stream from video capture devices (e.g. cameras) is stored on HDFS via Web server [8] . Large amount of continuous video data (e.g. in smart surveillance applications) need a huge storage space, but it's not necessary to store all the video from cameras, so some processing is done on the DataNode. For example, video summary can extract specified video that we care about and remove useless video that contain little information.
The background subtraction can separate background and foreground effectively, which makes it easier to implement video summary. Meanwhile, video encoding and decoding is an important method to ensure efficient video transmission. Red5 streaming media server uses RTMP, RTMPT, and RTMPE to play audio and video when a users' request is sent to a Web server. There are two important components with a Web server. The first one is FFmpeg, which is a transcoding tool to transcode RTSP stream from cameras to RTMP stream. Another one is Flex, which can get real time stream from a Red5 server. All user information is stored on MySQl database servers. Finally, a user-friendly graphical interface is designed for an easier operation in a browser.
The package diagram of the platform is shown in Figure 2 . We can see that the video cloud platform is using a typical three-tier architecture style. The Data package is used for database accessing. The Server package contains service logic components and there are two sub-packages: stream server package and Web server package. The Processing package is used for various video processing features which depend on a OpenCV 5 package. The User package sends requests to services and the responses are displayed by GUIs in a browser.
The class diagram of the platform is shown in Figure 3 . Cameras form a group of video capture devices. The View class implements GUIs including displaying user information, playing video, etc. The Management class is the core class which plays a role of resource scheduling, user requests response, video stream transcoding, log generating, etc. User class is a set of user information and operation. Similarly, the video class contains video information and operation. Four main video processing classes of the platform are video summary, background subtraction, encoding and decoding. And each genetic class extends the video processing class as its parent class. Lastly, the Database class stores various data and information, like user login data, user group, video time, etc.
III. IMPLEMENTING THE VIDEO CLOUD PLATFORM
There are three important modules in Hadoop: HDFS, YARN and MapReduce. HDFS is the Hadoop distributed file system which can provide high reliability, high scalability and high throughput data services. YARN is responsible for unify management and scheduling of cluster resources. And MapReduce is a distributed computing framework that provides efficient,fault-tolerant, and scalable parallel processing capabilities.
A. DISTRIBUTED STORAGE
HDFS uses a master-slave configuration which includes a NameNode and a number of DataNodes. The NameNode (master) is a central server, and it manages the file system name space and clients' access to files. The DataNode (slave) is the storage space that stores various data. Additionally, Zookeeper 6 cluster is used to manage the active NameNode and the standby NameNode to ensure reliable hot-swap between two NameNode when the active NameNode is not working. HDFS has a strong system scalability which supports adding or removing nodes dynamically. Whenever a larger storage space is needed, new nodes can be added online like nothing happens and data can be redistributed to old and new nodes automatically, i.e., the storage space of Hadoop cluster can be infinite large theoretically. Meanwhile, HDFS stores files on blocks with limited size, which can be adjusted according to your own configuration. So the storage strategy of HDFS is to cut those large files to little pieces and scatter them over the storage space in the cluster. HDFS stores files on partition with automatic block replication to implement high fault tolerance and its backup number can also be configured.
To access video files stored in HDFS, users should login to the platform through a client browser. Then they can manage videos, like upload, download, and delete video files if they have such rights. It's hard for users to operate HDFS directly. A user-friendly interface is designed using the browser server architecture style, and J2EE technology is used to implement it to provide a simple and easy operation environment. When a user' requests are sent to a Web server via http protocol, this Web server will call APIs to send reading and writing requests to the HDFS cluster. Then Web server receives the response from HDFS and display it in the browser. As shown in Figure 4 , the Web server acts as a relay in this process. When uploading video files to HDFS cluster, a logged in user will upload video files to the the Web server, and then a UploadMovieToHDFS() method is used to upload files to the HDFS cluster. After this, the Web server deletes the cached files. When downloading video files from a HDFS cluster, the Web server queries files address information and apply DownloadFromHDFS() method to get files from the HDFS cluster. When deleting video files, the request is sent to the Web server, then the persistence layer query the file address information and apply DelMovieFromHDFS() method to delete the file from the HDFS cluster.
B. VIDEO PLAYING
Red5 is an open source streaming media server [9] based on Flash streaming media service [10] developed in Java. It uses RTMP, RTMPT and RTMPE to play audio (MP3) and video (FLV, MP4, etc.) [11] , [12] . When the request of playing video is sent by users, the Web server will transcode RTSP stream from cameras to RTMP stream using FFmpeg and send it to Red5 streaming media server. Then the Web server can get real time video stream from Red5 streaming media server using Flex. The process is shown in Figure 5 . The transcoded video stream from camera is stored on HDFS. A mount is made using fuse-dfs between Red5 streaming media server and HDFS cluster and a directory named Streams for the mount directory is created. The process is shown in Figure 6 . The Red5 streaming media server scans FLV files from the Streams directory and transcodes them to video stream. The Web server receives video stream from the Red5 streaming media server and plays it in a browser.
C. BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
One of the most important video processing task is background subtraction. There are lots of algorithms to achieve this. The mixture of Gaussians (MOG) is used widely. We use an improved Gaussian model designed by Zivkovic [13] . The advantages of this algorithm are that the number of Gaussian components is constantly adapted per pixel and that it can perform shadow detection.
IV. EVALUATION
We have built a distributed cloud cluster to test our the video cloud platform. The cluster contains a gigabit Ethernet switch and five Dell XPS 8700-R37N8 computers with the label of node1 to node5. Some necessary softwares such as OpenCV and CUDA are installed. Four roles are distributed on these five nodes. They are NameNode (NN), DataNode (DN), Resourcemanager (RM) and Nodemanager (NM) as shown in Table 1 . of the platform in order to show the throughput performance and HDFS I/O performance. In the test, we upload and download a file of size 100G. The results are shown in Table 2 .
Throughput is the average throughput of each Map task. Average I/O rate is the average I/O rate of each file, and exec time shows the total time of the whole process. We can see clearly that for the reading process, it costs more time when the backup number is three and it costs less time when the backup number is one. But for the writing process, it is a different situation. Therefor the backup number should be adjusted according to actual needs. When the backup number is fixed, the more concurrency there are, the larger throughput and less processing time the platform can achieve. It is important to note that the writing speed is higher than the reading speed when the backup number is one, but the reading speed is higher than the writing speed when the backup number is three. The reason why we get this result is the difference between writing method and reading method of HDFS. The writing process is a pipeline, that is to say, when writing a video file, the video file is segmented to blocks and the blocks are segmented to smaller blocks called package. The package is written on the first DataNode and copied to the second DataNode from the first DataNode. Then the package on the second DataNode is copied to the third DataNode and so on. So the writing time increases with the increasing of backup number. However, the reading process is parallel, that is, the data blocks can be read from each DataNode which stores them and combined as a complete video file. So the reading speed will be higher if the backup number becomes larger.
In addition, a test of uploading a file of size 36G with single process has been done to verify the conclusion of Table 2 that the writing speed is higher than the reading speed when the backup number is one, but the reading speed is higher than the writing speed when the backup number is three. The results are shown in Table 3 , with different number of backups.
B. TUNING THE PERFORMANCE
In this test, we will conduct a video summary with a 17.5 hours video file, whose size is 37G bytes with a frame rate of 25 FPS and the resolution is 1280*720 pixels. There are two approaches to do this. The first one is segmenting raw video data to clips and using the clip names as the input of map, then reading video files according to the clip address and processing them in the map function. The other one is also segmenting raw video data to clips, but using clip address as key and video files as value, then combining them into SequenceFile and processing it as the input of MapReduce. The second one is a good choice due to potentials to reduce data transmissions. We compare the above two approaches and the results are shown in Table 4 . We can see that for the second approach, the performance is better than the first one. In a practical application, we should optimize the platform for a better performance. In general, video processing needs a lot of memory. Hadoop provides usemapreduce. map.memory.mb and mapreduce.reduce.memory.mb to modify the memory of each map task and reduce task depending on actual requirements.
There are more than 190 parameters in a Hadoop configuration file and 25 of them have remarkable effect on the efficiency of Hadoop applications. We test some parameters which are very important for video processing. They are:
• yarn.nodemanager.resource.memory-mb represents the total physical memory that is available to YARN on one node. YARN can not detect the total available physical memory of one node automatically. So we should adjust it according to the available memory resource of a node.
• dfs.block.size represents the block size on HDFS. Meanwhile, it determines the number of maps in the default MapReduce framework.
• dfs.replication represents the backup number. Increasing backup number can improve map's hit probability of local data. However, this figure should be not be big for big data processing applications. The parameter optimization results are shown as follows, in which Table 5 is a detail illustration of schema 2 in Table 4 . It can be seen obviously that the processing speed increases with the increasing of memory. And Table 6 shows the effects of different block size on processing time. We can see that it has the shortest processing time when the block size is 64M, because the video files have been segmented to 64M. So the the clip size should be close to the HDFS block size to reduce processing time.
V. DISCUSSION
We have encountered many problems during the development of the video platform.
• During the development of the video data storage module, we can not upload video files to HDFS cluster with HDFS APIs directly. The solution to the problem is uploading video files to the cache of Web server. Then the video files will be upload to the HDFS cluster from the Web server using HDFS APIs.
• For retrieving real-time streaming, we can not get streaming data from IP cameras directly. The solution to the problem is transcoding RTSP stream to RTMP stream with FFmpeg. Then we use Flex to receive video stream from the Red5 streaming media server.
• We find that Ajax is a good solution to enhance user experience because it can optimize the transmission between browser and Web server, and reduce data transmission footprint and load time of Web server.
• The parameter setting of Hadoop can affect video processing a lot, and we need to carefully adjust some of the parameters in order to reduce the data transmissions, and improve the performance.
VI. RELATED WORK
Myoungjin Kim et al. proposed a Hadoop-based distributed video transcoding system in a cloud computing environment, which can transcode various video format to MPEG-4 [14] . They design and implement the platform efficiently using MapReduce framework. Comparing with their work, besides transcoding, we develop a user-friendly interface to operate HDFS easily, details on how to use Hadoop efficiently by tuning different parameters are also presented. In [15] , the authors proposed a Hadoop-based storage architecture for massive MP3 files. They used classification algorithm in pre-processing module to merge small files into sequence files. They confirm that the introduced efficient indexing mechanism is a good solution to the problem of small files. Our work focus on Hadoop-based storage and processing architecture for big video data, and usability is one of our focuses.
Lin et al. [16] proposed a prototype of cloud based video recording system. The system can provide scalable video recording, data backup and feature detection. They also used HDFS to store video data, which is similar with ours. In our work, we apply J2EE technology to develop a userfriendly interface for HDFS, and we use Red5 to play video. Additionally we consider fine tuning Hadoop is an important task for practical big data applications.
In [17] , the authors studied and analyzed the open source Red5 streaming media server and they used Flex and Red5 streaming media server for playing video successfully. In our research, we mainly concentrate on Hadoop based management of video data using Flex and Red5 streaming media server. In our work we combine Flex, Red5 and Hadoop together to implement our platform.
Liu et al. [18] present a framework for video playing and video storage based on Hadoop. Their framework provides high availability services, which could support concurrent access and playing streaming media in mobile terminals. Our work is similar with their work, but we target a user friendly big video data management platform and we also present our experiences on using J2EE for the management of video data, and experiences on optimizing the video management platform with Hadoop.
In [19] , the authors presented a video monitoring system that can meet the users' demands of searching video, uploading video, downloading video and transcoding video. They also used FFmpeg to transcode video. In our work, we focused on the usability of the video management platform, plus the experiences on integration of J2EE, Flex, and Hadoop.
In our previous work [20] , we did some preliminary research on video monitoring platform, where Hadoop based processing was explored. In this paper, we focus on a user friendly video management platform with its architecture, and sharing our experiences on fine tuning the performance of Hadoop based video processing.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a distributed cloud platform for storing and managing massive video data based on the integration of Hadoop, Red5 streaming media server and J2EE. The platform is economical because the cluster can be built by personal computer, and the software packages are open source. We have proposed to use Red5 streaming media technology to realize the video playback while downloading. We have also evaluated the performance of the platform extensively and it shows that the platform has good performance. We have also found that the parameter setting of Hadoop can greatly affect the performance of the video processing.
We are experimenting to use the presented approach for smart transportation system in Qingdao City, China. Additionally we are adopting an online processing and offline processing combined approach [4] in order to make full of the cloud computing potentials. Another direction is that we plan to use deep learning to do knowledge mining from video data [21] .
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